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Abstract. The IDP framework is a declarative problem solving paradigm,
in which the computational task is to expand a given finite interpretation
of a set of symbols into a model of a given ID-logic theory, a classical logic
theory extended with inductive definitions. This framework has been pro-
posed as a general approach for solving finite domain problems. In this
paper, we introduce a typed version of the IDP-language, illustrate the
use of the framework through some prototypical examples and discuss
theoretical and methodological aspects. We also compare the framework
to SAT and ASP. Finally, we report on an implementation of IDP.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present an overview of the Inductive Definition Programming
framework (IDP) [11]. In this framework, the computational task is model expan-
sion, i.e., to expand a given finite interpretation I of a sub-vocabulary σ ⊆ Σ
into a Σ-model of a given (finite) ID-logic theory T over Σ. We will discuss
principles and pragmatics and report on a prototype IDP-system.

IDP is an instance of the declarative problem solving paradigm. The prin-
ciple of declarative problem solving is that an expert represents his descriptive
knowledge on a problem domain by a logical theory, and solves his tasks by ap-
plying a logical inference mechanism to this theory. The success and quality of a
computational approach such as IDP then depends on two factors: the quality of
the logic for knowledge representation, and the generality and efficiency of the
logical inference mechanism.

The modeling language of IDP is (a slightly modified version of) ID-logic,
an extension of classical first order logic with inductive definitions. While clas-
sical first order logic (FO) is one of the most expressive and natural languages
for knowledge representation, there are nevertheless common forms of know-
ledge that cannot be represented (easily) in FO. One well-known representational
weakness of FO is the representation of inductive definitions, e.g., of transitive
closure. In [4], it was argued that sets of rules under the well-founded semantics
of logic programming [17] provide a correct and uniform representation for all
common forms of definitions, including non-inductive, monotone inductive and
non-monotone inductive definitions such as iterated inductive definitions and
? Works supported by IWT VLaanderen, FWO Vlaanderen.



inductive definitions over a well-founded order. A standard example of such a
non-monotone inductive definition in mathematics is the definition of the satis-
faction relation of propositional logic:

Example 1. We define I |= φ by induction on the (well-founded) sub-formula
order:

– I |= P if P is an propositional symbol and P ∈ I;
– I |= α ∧ β if I |= α and I |= β;
– I |= α ∨ β if I |= α or I |= β;
– I |= ¬φ if I 6|= φ.

The non-monotonicity of this definition arises in the rule for negative formulas
(which adds the tuple (I,¬φ) to the satisfiability relation in absence of the tuple
(I, φ)).

It is widely accepted that (simple, non-inductive) definitions (of terminology)
are an important form of human expert knowledge [1]. Monotone inductively de-
finable concepts such as transitive closure and reachability have frequent appli-
cations in modeling. As argued in [5], also more complex forms of non-monotone
inductive definitions have many natural applications in knowledge representa-
tion, e.g., in temporal reasoning, to define future states of the world in terms of
past states and past actions.

The above arguments motivate an extension of classical logic with a general
form of inductive definitions. The resulting logic, ID-logic, also denoted FO(ID)1,
can be viewed as a natural and coherent integration of classical logic and logic
programming (under the well-founded semantics). While extending FO with in-
ductive definability, the logic also inherits the representational advantages of
logic programming. For instance, in ID-logic we can apply the methodologies to
represent default values from logic programming.

In IDP, the computational task is model expansion. As argued in [11], this
sort of reasoning is useful for a broad class of finite domain problems. First, since
propositional calculus is a subset of FO(ID), IDP extends SAT solving. Taking
into account the superior modeling convenience provided by FO(ID) compared
to propositional logic, this shows that in principle IDP is a natural candidate
for a broad range of finite domain verification problems. Note that when σ = Σ
the model expansion problem collapses to finite model checking. Many other
finite domain problems are solved by computing a model of some theory. E.g.
planning, scheduling or diagnosis problems can be solved naturally by computing
models of a theory describing the domain, providing us with a plan, respectively
a schedule or a scenario explaining some observed malfunctioning of a system.
This kind of problem solving is implemented also in Answer Set Programming
(ASP), where answer sets are seen as solutions to the problem [12, 8]. In [6], it
was proven that any answer set program has a simple modular transformation
into an FO theory augmented with one positive definition such that answer sets

1 In [5], ID-logic is defined as an extension of classical second order logic with inductive
definitions. Strictly spoken, FO(ID) is the fragment using first order logic.
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correspond to Herbrand models of the transformed theory. Since Herbrand model
computation is an IDP-problem, this shows that ASP problems have a natural
embedding in IDP.

A historical AI argument (e.g. [15]) against FO as a computational logic
is the semi-decidability of the deduction problem (and worse, undecidability in
the case of FO(ID)). This argument doesn’t apply for finite problem solving,
hence also not for IDP. In [11], it was shown that for fixed finite theory T and
σ, the problem of deciding whether there exists a model of T , is in NP. Vice
versa, each problem in NP can be polynomially reduced to the model expansion
problem for some fixed T and σ. This result provides further evidence for the
broad applicability of IDP.

It appears from all this that the IDP-framework is a natural computational
framework for solving finite domain problems. Concretely, we believe the main
advantages of this framework are the following:

– The modeling language is expressive and natural, provides inductive defin-
ability, combines the representational benefits of classical logic and logic
programming and is rigorously founded on the mathematical concept of in-
ductive definition.

– Compared to SAT and ASP, IDP supports a better separation of general
knowledge, represented by T , and scenario-dependent data of a problem,
represented by I.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we formally present
ID-logic and define model expansion and IDP. In the Section 3, we illustrate the
use of IDP in the context of some examples and discuss certain aspects of the
methodology of modeling in IDP. In particular, we discuss the role of typing, the
use of function symbols, and the strict separation of general domain knowledge
and problem specific data in the framework. Section 4 provides a comparison
with ASP. Finally, Section 5 reports on a prototype implementation of IDP.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 ID-logic

We assume familiarity with classical logic (see e.g. [7]). A vocabulary Σ is a set of
predicate and function symbols. Propositional symbols and constants are 0-ary
predicate symbols, respectively function symbols. Terms and FO formulas are
defined as usual, and are built inductively from variables, constant and function
symbols and logical connectives and quantifiers ∧,¬,∃.

A definition is a set of rules of the form

∀x (P (t)← φ)

where φ is a FO formula over Σ. We call P (t) the head of the rule, and φ the body.
The connective ← is called definitional implication and is to be distinguished
from material implication ⊃. A predicate appearing in the head of a rule of a
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definition ∆ is called a defined predicate of ∆ , any other symbol is called an
open open symbol of ∆. The sets of defined predicates, respectively open symbols
of ∆ are denoted Def(∆), respectively Open(∆) = Σ \Def(∆).

An FO(ID) formula over Σ is defined inductively:

– an atom P (t);
– a definition ∆;
– the standard inductive rules for ∧,¬,∃

Other logical connectives (∨,∀,⊃,≡) are defined as usual in terms of ∧,¬, and
∃. An FO(ID) sentence is an FO(ID) formula without free variables; an FO(ID)
theory is a set of FO(ID) sentences.

A Σ-structure consists of a domain DI , for each n-ary predicate symbol P a
relation P I ⊆ Dn

I and for each n-ary function symbol f a function f I : Dn
I → DI .

We denote the restriction of a structure I to a set of symbols σ by I|σ. The
interpretation of a term t in structure I is defined as usual and denoted by tI .

The semantics of ID-logic extends that of FO with the well-founded semantics
for definitions (see [16, 4] for a formal definition). In particular, we define that a
(2-valued) Σ-interpretation I satisfies a definition ∆ over Σ iff wfm∆(I|Open(∆)),
the well-founded model of ∆ expanding I|Open(∆) is identical to I|Def(∆). This
is denoted I |= ∆, as usual. Using this definition as a base-case, we can extend
the satisfaction relation to all FO(ID) sentences by the standard inductive rules
for the classical logical connectives2.

For several important classes of ID-logic definitions, the well-founded seman-
tics coincides with simpler, more familiar semantics that directly capture the
meaning of a specific sort of definition: e.g., when ∆ is non-inductive, then its
well-founded models are exactly the models of the completion of ∆ [2] which is
the standard way to define a non-inductive concept in FO. In case ∆ is positive,
i.e., does not contain negation, the well-founded models are exactly the least
models I of ∆ extending I|Open(∆); this is indeed the semantics of a monotone
inductive definition.

Example 2. Consider the definition ∆ ={
∀x∀y(Path(x, y)← Edge(x, y)),
∀x∀y(Path(x, y)← ∃z(Path(x, z) ∧ Path(z, y)))

}
and the interpretation IO :

DIO
= {A;B;C};EdgeIO = {(A,A), (A,B), (B,C)}.

Then wfm∆(IO) = M , where

PathM = {(A,A), (A,B), (B,C), (A,C)}.

This is the transitive closure of Edge/2. It holds that IO ∪M |= ∆.

2 Observe that the definitional implication never occurs outside definitions.
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2.2 The IDP-language

ID-logic as defined above is a slight extension of the original definition in [3].
There, an ID-logic theory is defined as a set of FO sentences and definitions.
The IDP-modeling language is based on this earlier version of ID-logic and is
the typed version of this logic, as defined in the standard way (see e.g., [7]):

– a vocabulary Σ of the IDP-language associates with each function symbol a
type (T1, . . . , Tn) → T and with each predicate symbol a type (T1, . . . , Tn).
Also variables are typed.

– Terms, formulas and sentences of the IDP-language are well-typed: for each
occurrence of a term t, the type of the term matches the type of argument
position in which it occurs.

– A Σ-structure I associates with each type T a domain T I . A function symbol
F of type (T1, . . . , Tn)→ T is interpreted as a function T I

1 × · · · × T I
n → T I ,

and likewise, a predicate symbol of type (T1, . . . , Tn) is interpreted as a
subset of T I

1 × · · · × T I
n .

In the next section, the vocabulary will be specified as a set of type ex-
pressions C : T for constants, F : (T1, . . . , Tn) → T for function symbols and
P (T1, . . . , Tn) for predicate symbols. We assume the existence of an equality
predicate =T (T, T ) for each type T .

2.3 Model expansion

We now formalize the model expansion problem [11].

Definition 1. The model expansion problem is the problem of deciding, for
input 〈Σ, T, σ,AI〉, where T is a theory over Σ, σ ⊂ Σ and AI is a finite σ-
structure, whether there is a structure A such that

– A is a Σ-structure such that A|σ = AI

– A |= T .

We denote the model expansion problem with T an FO, resp. FO(ID) theory,
by MX(FO), resp. MX(FO(ID)). We will call AI the pre-interpretation of the
model expansion problem.

It was proven in [11] that both MX(FO(ID)) and MX(FO) are NEXPTIME-
complete. However, the parameterized version of MX(FO(ID)) with input AI but
with fixed Σ, T and σ, is in NP, for each Σ,T and σ. Moreover, this class of prob-
lems has NP-complete instances (i.e. for some fixed Σ, T and σ, MX(FO(ID))
with input AI is NP-complete). Both FO and FO(ID) model expansion give the
same expressive power as ∃SO: they can express all problems in NP.

3 Methodology of modelling in IDP

In this section, we first illustrate the use of IDP in the context of some simple
benchmark problems and then discuss some methodological aspects of IDP.3

3 From now on, we drop universal quantifiers in front of definitional rules. I.e., free
variables in such rules are universally quantified in front of the rule.
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3.1 Examples

Example 3 (Graph colouring).
The graph colouring problem takes as input a non-directed graph and a set
of colours. A solution is any function from vertices to colours that doesn’t map
neighbouring vertices to the same colour. The below table presents an IDP mod-
elling of this problem.
Types: Colour, V ertex. Theory
Edge(V ertex, V ertex)
V : V ertex.
C : Colour.

SEdge(V ertex, V ertex)
Colouring : V ertex→ Colour

{
SEdge(v1, v2)←

Edge(v1, v2) ∨ Edge(v2, v1).

}
∀v1∀v2 SEdge(v1, v2) ⊃

(Colouring(v1) 6= Colouring(v2)).
Colouring(V ) = C.

In a graph colouring problem, the pre-interpreted symbols of σ are Edge/2, V
and C. The input graph is specified in a pre-interpretation AI as a directed
asymmetric graph EdgeAI , from which the indirected graph is derived as the
symmetric closure SEdge. The symbols V and C represent one arbitrary vertex
and colour, respectively. Their purpose here is to break symmetrical solutions
by specifying one arbitrary pair of a vertex and its colour (as expressed by the
axiom Colouring(V ) = C).

The function Colouring represents the solution of the graph colouring prob-
lem.

Example 4 (Block’s world).
The block’s world problem is a simplified planning problem. In this problem, a
robot can move a block from one position (i.e., another block or the table) to
another, provided both the block and goal position are free. The input of the
problem consists of a specification of the initial positions of all blocks and the
desired goal positions of some blocks, as in [12].
Types: Block, T ime. Theory

InitOn(Block, Block)
GoalOn(Block, Block)
Table : Block
Init : Time
Final : Time

On(Block, Block, T ime)
Move(Block, Block, T ime)
Free(Block, T ime)


On(x, y, Init)← InitOn(x, y).
On(x, y, t + 1)←Move(x, y, t).
On(x, y, t + 1)←

On(x, y, t)∧
¬(∃z Move(x, z, t)).

{
Free(Table, t)← .
F ree(x, t)← ¬(∃y On(y, x, t)).

}
¬(∃x∃t Move(Table, x, t)).
∀x∀y∀t

Move(x, y, t) ⊃ Free(x, t) ∧ Free(y, t).
∀x1∀x2∀y1∀y2∀t

Move(x1, y1, t) ∧Move(x2, y2, t) ⊃
(x1 = x2 ∧ y1 = y2).

∀x∀y GoalOn(x, y) ⊃ On(x, y, F inal).
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The pre-interpretation interprets the type Block as a set of blocks and the
table, while the type Time is interpreted as a set of time-points. Other pre-
interpreted symbols are Table, Init and Final representing respectively the
table, the initial and the final time-point, and predicate symbols InitOn and
GoalOn, specifying the initial positions of all blocks, and the desired goal posi-
tions of some blocks.

The meaning of the non-interpreted symbols On, Move, and Free is clear.
Observe that the table is treated as a special block which is always free and

cannot be moved.

Example 5 (Circuit fault diagnosis). In a circuit fault diagnosis problem, the
input is an electrical circuit, an input vector, and a faulty output vector. The
problem consists in finding which faults inside the circuit could have led to this
output vector. Below, we sketch how this problem can be solved in IDP. For
simplicity, we assume there are only binary gates, and they can have only one
type of fault, but the representation can easily be extended to more types of
gates and more types of errors.
Types: V,Wire, Theory

Gate,GateType.

CircuitInput(Wire)
CircuitOutput(Wire)
InputV alue(Wire, V )
OutputV alue(Wire, V )
Input(Gate, Wire)
Output : Gate→Wire
TTAnd(V, V, V )
TTFaultyAnd(Gate, V, V, V )

V alue(Wire, V )
Propagates(Gate, V, V, V )
FaultyGate(Gate)



V alue(w, v)←
CircuitInput(w)∧
InputV alue(w, v).

V alue(w, v)←
Output(g) = w∧
Input(g, w1) ∧ V alue(w1, v1)∧
Input(g, w2) ∧ V alue(w2, v2)∧
Propagates(g, v1, v2, v).



Propagates(g, v1, v2, v)←
Type(g) = And ∧ ¬FaultyGate(g)∧
TruthTableAnd(v1, v2, v).

P ropagates(g, v1, v2, v)←
Type(g) = And ∧ FaultyGate(g)∧
TruthTableFaultyAnd(v1, v2, v).

. . . // Rules for other gate types

OutputV alue(w, v)←
CircuitOutput(w)∧
V alue(w, v).


The types in this domain are V (representing values true or false), Wire,

Gate, and GateType. The structure of the circuit is represented using symbols
Input, Output, and Type: Input(g, w) means that wire w is an input to gate g,
Output(g) = w represents that the output of gate g is wire w, and Type(g) = t
means that gate g is of gate-type t. CircuitInput and CircuitOutput represent
the wires that are input, resp. output to the circuit. The input vector is described
by the predicate InputV alue(w, v), which means that input wire w is set to value
v. The output vector is described similarly, by the predicate OutputV alue. The
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behaviour of the gates (truth tables) is modelled using the predicates TTAnd,
TTFaultyAnd, etc. All these symbols are pre-interpreted.

The intended meaning of V alue(w, v) is that wire w gets value v by the
circuit, while Propagates(g, v1, v2, v) means that in gate g, input values v1 and
v2 produce an output value of v. Finally, FaultyGate(g) represents that gate g
is faulty, thus giving a solution to the problem.

To obtain realistic solutions, it may be necessary to put an upper-limit to
the number of faulty gates in a model. For example, one can specify that there
is at most one faulty gate by the axiom:

∀g1∀g2(FaultyGate(g1) ∧ FaultyGate(g2) ⊃ g1 = g2).

3.2 Comments on IDP methodology

The role of types The use of a typed language leads to clearer and more
concise representations and reduces the number of program errors. In IDP, types
are particularly useful in declaring domain and range of partial functions, e.g.,
the function Colouring : V ertex → Colour in the graph colouring problem. In
comparison to untyped ASP systems such as Smodels, type information provides
an elegant alternative to the use of domain predicates. E.g., in the graph colouring
problem (Example 3) certain constraints are of the form:

∀v1∀v2 (SEdge(v1, v2) ⊃ . . .).

With domain predicates, such axioms would look more like

∀v1∀v2 (V ertex(v1) ∧ V ertex(v2) ∧ SEdge(v1, v2) ⊃ . . .).

On the computational level, types are used in the IDP system described in
Section 5, to ground IDP theories and to reduce the size of the grounded theories.

The type system of IDP is many sorted and does not allow sub-typing. In
IDP, subtypes and subtype information has to be expressed by predicates and
FO axioms. One of the plans for the future is to investigate more fine-grained
order sorted type systems for IDP.

The role of function symbols The semantics of constant and function sym-
bols in IDP is the same as in classical logic. This means that IDP views an
uninterpreted constant or function symbol as an unknown object or function
in the domain specified by the pre-interpretation. This is totally different with
ASP, where the domain is the Herbrand universe which consists of all ground
terms, each of which specifies a distinct object.

Recall also two applications of function symbols in the above examples:

– In constraint problems, we search for an association of values to a set of
variables that satisfy certain conditions. As illustrated by the graph colouring
problem, this association can be naturally modeled by a function between
a domain, representing the variables, and a range representing the values.
Another example would be the N -queens problem, where the solution can
be given by a function mapping rows to columns.
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– In the graph colouring problem, pre-interpreted constants were used to avoid
some symmetrical solutions.

General FO formulas and rule bodies The use of arbitrary FO formulas as
axioms and as rule bodies simplifies knowledge representation and reduces the
number of predicates. An example of a rule with an (implicit) universal quantifier
in the body is the second rule defining Free in the block’s world Example 4.
In ASP, where rule bodies are conjunctions of literals, the definition of such a
predicate requires the use of an auxiliary predicate.

On the other hand, sometimes it is useful to introduce auxiliary concepts
and definitions for them, to obtain a simpler and more concise representation.
In fact, the main reason for introducing the concept Free was to allow a more
concise and simpler representation of the pre-condition of the move action:

∀x∀y∀t(Move(x, y, t) ⊃ Free(x, t) ∧ Free(y, t)).

Definitional vs. assertional knowledge A definition is a specification of a
precise, deterministic relationship between the defined concept(s) and the open
concepts that appear in the definition. A definition ∆ as a set of rules is a non-
monotone formalism to represent such a relation. It follows that adding rules to a
definition destroys and modifies this logical relation. For example, the definition{

P ← Q.
}

defines P and Q to be equal. After adding the rule P ← ., this
relationship is destroyed.

This simple observation leads to a crucial aspect of the methodology of ID-
logic, namely in determining whether new information on a defined predicate
must be added to its definition or in other ways, e.g., through FO assertions or
as an entry in the table of the pre-interpretation or possibly in another definition
of the same predicate. It is also a key point to understand the difference between
definitional and assertional knowledge on a predicate.

We illustrate this in the context of the block world planning problem. Con-
sider the definition of On in Example 4. Assume that we know On(A,B, F inal),
i.e., that block A is on block B in the final state. Should we represent this as an
extra rule to the definition of On or as an FO-assertion? The answer is : defi-
nitely not to the definition, because the existing definition correctly captures the
relations between final state and past move actions and initial state. Adding the
atom as an atomic rule to the definition has the effect as if some unnamed action
happens just before the final state which initiates On(A,B, F inal). This atom
does not belong to the definition but is to be represented as an FO assertion.

The same phenomenon appears in the circuit example, where on the one
hand, OutputV alue can be defined in terms of the circuit, and on the other hand
we have complete knowledge on this predicate. Clearly, the information about the
output vector should not be represented in the definition. In this example, it is
represented in the pre-interpretation. Alternatively, it could also be represented
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through a second definition of OutputV alue by exhaustive enumeration, e.g.:OutputV alue(W1, 1)← .
OutputV alue(W2, 0)← .
. . .


In ASP, a similar aspect turns up, where some information must be added

as rules for a predicate and or as constraints.

Multiple definitions of the same predicate As illustrated in the previous
point with the circuit example, it is possible, and sometimes natural, to give
different definitions for the same concept.

Modularity and totality of definitions A common mechanism used by math-
ematicians is that a given theory is extended by adding a new concept and
defining it in terms of the existing concepts of the theory. Such an definitional
extension has special properties, namely that it does not affect the properties
of the existing concepts. This is an important modularity principle, that also
applies in the context of knowledge representation.

In ID-logic and IDP, the same principle works, provided that the new defini-
tion ∆ is total in the existing theory T : this means that in all Open(∆)-models of
T , the well-founded model of ∆ is unique and two-valued. Totality of a definition
is a natural requirement for definitions in ID-logic and IDP: it just means that
a definition defines for all tuples whether they belong to the defined relation or
not.

The principle of definitional extension is applied in the block’s world example,
where Free is defined in an independent definition on top of the definition of On.
Note that the definition of Free is non-inductive and hence total. Several other
classes of definitions such as monotone and stratified definitions, and definitions
over a well-founded order are also always total. It turns out that exactly those
definitions are most frequent in applications.

As illustrated in the next example, non-total definitions could be used as
constraints. Consider the definition {P ← ¬P ∧ A.}. In every model of this
definition, A is false since if A were true, the well-founded model of the definition
would be three-valued. This is abuse of the formalism.

Problems versus problem instances In most computational problems, dis-
tinction can be made between general problem description and specific problem
instances described by the input to the problem. Similarly, in knowledge repre-
sentation problems, knowledge can often be split up in general domain knowledge
and specific scenario knowledge. The IDP framework supports this distinction
well: an IDP-problem takes as input a theory, suitable for representing general
domain information, and a pre-interpretation, specifying concrete data consist-
ing of domains and tables.
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As illustrated in the above examples, the match between problem instance
information and pre-interpretations, and general problem description and theo-
ries is very good, but is not absolute. For example, in a problem of verifying a
given circuit for a class of pairs of input and output vectors, the input to such
a problem is a pair of input and output vectors, but the pre-interpretation also
describes the circuit. Vice versa, in planning problems, the goal state is part of
the problem instance information, but in general, this goal state could be repre-
sented by a formula in T . In the block’s world, the use of formulas to specify the
goal state would be more flexible than the use of the pre-interpreted GoalOn
predicate. For example, the desired final state that block A is not on the table,
can be easily expressed by a formula but not by a pre-interpretation of GoalOn.

Open symbols as a measure of complexity It seems that the high com-
plexity of model expansion is due mostly to the non-determinism of the problem,
i.e., the fact that there are many potential models. Indeed, recall that the model
checking problem is an instance of the model expansion problem where σ = Σ.
This problem does not show non-determinism (there is at most one model ex-
pansion, namely AI itself) and the problem is polynomial in the size of AI . On
the other side of the spectrum, if σ consists only of the function symbols of Σ
but T contains a definition defining all predicates of Σ at once, then also here,
there is at most one model expansion and this can be computed in polynomial
time in the size of the domain of AI .

This suggests that the presence of definitions reduces the search space. It
also suggests that the set of open symbols of an IDP problem, i.e., those that are
neither defined nor pre-interpreted, together with the size of the domain can be
useful to provide a better measure of the complexity of an IDP-problem.

Representing problem solutions Formally, the IDP problem is to find a Σ-
interpretation that models the given theory, and extends the given pre-interpre-
tation. Informally, however, for many problems one is only interested in a subset
of Σ. Often the solution to a computational problem is given by the interpreta-
tion of some open symbols, cfr. Colouring in Example 3, Move in Example 4,
and FaultyGate in Example 5. I.e., defined symbols in Σ \ σ are irrelevant for
the solution.

4 A comparison with ASP

As already remarked in the introduction, it was proven in [6] that answer set
programs can be transformed into FO(ID) theories in a modular way. In [9], the
claim was made that also the structure of ASP theories is the same as that of
FO(ID) theories, and that the methodology of modelling in ASP is the same as
that in FO(ID), hence also in IDP. This claim was supported by a transformation
from FO(ID) to ASP for a large class of FO(ID) theories.

We illustrate this by means of the Hamiltonian circuit problem, where the
ASP specification is taken from [8].
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ASP IDP

data:
V ertex(U) :-
...
Edge(U, V ) :-
...
StartV tx(U) :-

a pre-interpretation AI with do-
main V ertex = {U, V, . . .},
and interpretation: EdgeAI =
{(U, V ), . . .}, StartAI = U .

choice rules (declaring the openness of predicates):
In(v1, v2) :-

Edge(v1, v2), not Out(v1, v2).
Out(v1, v2) :-

Edge(v1, v2), not In(v1, v2).

∀x∀y In(x, y) ⊃ Edge(x, y).

definitions of new concepts (on top of the data):
Reached(v2) :-

In(v1, v2), StartV tx(v1).
Reached(v2) :-

In(v1, v2), Reached(v1).


Reached(v)←

In(Start, v).
Reached(v2)←

In(v1, v2) ∧Reached(v1).


constraints (using the defined concepts):

:- In(x, y), In(x, z), not y = z.
:- In(y, x), In(z, x), not y = z.
:- not Reached(x).

∀x∀y∀z In(x, y) ∧ In(x, z) ⊃ y = z.
∀x∀y∀z In(y, x) ∧ In(z, x) ⊃ y = z.
∀x Reached(x).

Despite the semantical differences between ASP and IDP, the ASP and rep-
resentations shows remarkable similarity. This correspondence is not not a co-
incidence. Also for examples involving several inductive definitions in IDP, this
similarity can be observed. Indeed, while an ASP program is theoretically one
big definition, in practice one can distinguish groups of rules that are intended
to represent a definition. Typically, these “definitions” of new concepts tend to
be stratified, such that if a model of the concepts defined in lower strata is given,
the current stratum has a two-valued well-founded model (hence also a unique
stable model). In other words, these “definitions” are total, conform to the IDP
methodology. The exceptions to this rule are the choice rules and constraint
rules. In strata containing such rules, no new concepts are defined.

This observation shows that many practical modellings implicitly use (induc-
tive) definitions.

5 Solving IDP problems

In this section we present MidL, a prototype system to solve IDP problems4.
After a brief overview of its structure, we show how to use this system on an
example. We end with some preliminary results obtained with MidL.

4 Linux binaries of MidL are downloadable at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/

~maartenm/research/midl.html
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5.1 MidL

MidL takes as input an IDP theory, type information, and a pre-interpretation.
This input is transformed into normal logic programming syntax, using algo-
rithms described in [9]. Next, Lparse5 is used to ground the problem. Finally, a
propositional ID-logic model generator is applied on the grounded problem [10].
Its algorithms consist of an adaption of the DLL algorithm to rules, augmented
with a variant of Smodels’ AtMost. As such, the solver incorporates techniques
from state of the art SAT and ASP solvers.

MidL’s input format is close to the theoretical representation as used through-
out the paper. Also a restricted form of arithmetic (using =/2, </2, 6=/2, +/2,
−/2) is allowed in IDP theories. Specifically, the following concrete language is
used:

logic ∧ ∨ ¬ ⊃ ∀ ∃ ← = 6= < + −
concrete & | ~ => ! ? <- = ~= < + -

Type information is given by a declaration of the types, followed by a decla-
ration of each symbol with the types associated with it, where ranges are given
after a colon :. Variables don’t have types attached to them, so a restricted
form of type inference is done by the system. Types of terms are derived from
the argument positions where they occur, and must be consistent throughout
each sentence and rule.
Finally, a pre-interpretation is represented by an enumeration of domain ele-
ments for each type, and interpretations for some symbols. Tuples are separated
by ;, and the function mapping symbol 7→ is denoted by ->. Some shorthand
notations were introduced for convenience: 1..5 is the same as 1;2;3;4;5, and
Type =c= {A;B;C} is the same as Type = {A;B;C}, A = A, B = B, C = C, thus
introducing constants A, B, and C, each with type Type.

Below, we show the textual representation of Example 3.

Type information:

type Vertex Colour

Edge(Vertex,Vertex)

SEdge(Vertex,Vertex)

Colouring(Vertex) : Colour

V : Vertex

C : Colour

Pre-interpretation:

Colour = {R;G;B;Y}

Vertex = {1..5}

Edge = {1,2; 1,3; 1,4; 2,3; 3,4; 4,5}

V = 1

C = R

Theory:

{ SEdge(v1,v2) <- Edge(v1,v2) | Edge(v2,v1). }

! v1 v2 : SEdge(v1,v2) => Colouring(v1) ~= Colouring(v2).

Colouring(V) = C.

5.2 Results

We present some preliminary results, obtained with MidL, and compare these
with both idsat [14] and Smodels [13] on the same problem instances. idsat

5 http://www.tcs.hut.gi/Software/smodels/
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is a system that reduces a propositional ID-Logic theory to an equivalent SAT
theory, and subsequently runs a SAT solver (siege in this case); Smodels is a
well-known ASP model generator.
We tested satisfiability (i.e., find the first model) of N -queens, graph colour-
ing and Hamiltonian path problems (see Table 1), where timings are given for
propositional model generation only. The problem instances were taken from
http://asparagus.cs.uni-potsdam.de/. The full test set, including IDP and
ASP encodings, can be downloaded from MidL’s website. All experiments were
run on a 2.8GHz P4 with 1GB of RAM, with a time-out (#) of 300 seconds.

6 Conclusions and future work

We presented the Inductive Definition Programming (IDP) framework, which
is based on the KR language ID-logic, and on the model expansion problem.
We showed by means of a CSP example, a planning example, and a diagnosis
example, that it has many practical applications, and we derived a methodology
of problem solving with IDP.

Also, we presented an implementation of the IDP framework, showing that
it can be used for practical problem solving.

There are several interesting topics for further research, some of which we’ve
mentioned already:

– characterizing the problem complexity in terms of the open symbols and the
domain;

– the role of order sorted type systems for IDP;
– investigating when the match between problem description and theory, prob-

lem instance and pre-interpretation is not absolute;
– optimizing the solver: support for open functions, clause learning, good

choice heuristics, etc.;
– enriching the language with constraint and aggregate expressions.
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